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Amazon's easiest way to get into the festive spirit is to deck the halls (with Holly's branch!) with a mug of hot cocoa in hand and hilarious Christmas music playing on the radio. And since there's a good chance that you're playing the same playlist on repeat from now until Christmas, we have some new
recommendations (because even the most festive songs lose their luster after they're stuck on repeat year after year). Browse these new Christmas albums to add some soon-to-be-classics to your rotation this winter. Recent holiday releases cover all the basics: All new albums include seasonal staples
that you already know and love (White Christmas, for example), and artists like Lea Michele and Pentatonix also have all new originals that are guaranteed to surprise and please this holiday season. No matter if you're looking for something to set the mood for a holiday party or need background tunes for
your Christmas cookie baking marathon, there's jazz, pop, country, or rock album on this list that will have you and your loved ones rockin' around the Christmas tree all season. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Christmas: Season of Love, Idina Menzel amazon.com Frozen actress is playing double
duty this year with the release of her first ever Christmas album, which comes out just weeks before she reprises her role as Elsa in Frozen 2. With tracks such as Sleigh Ride and Winter Wonderland, this album proves that the cold never bothered Idina Menzel anyway. 2 Magic Christmas, Celtic Women
It doesn't get more classic than Celtic woman: Considered Riverdance Voices, the female Irish musical ensemble returns with its seventh Christmas album featuring Celtic-inspired takes on holiday classics like Deck Halls and Silent Night. RELATED: The best Christmas songs of all time 3 Bing for
Christmas, Bing Crosby with the London Symphony Orchestra amazon.com The Voice as iconic as Bing Crosby deserves a stellar treat, which explains why the London Symphony Orchestra will breathe new life into the songs that made it to the Voice of Christmas, including his biggest hit, White
Christmas. RELATED: The best Christmas movies of all time 4 Christmas in town, Lea Michele amazon.com Before she stars in ABC at the same time, next Christmas, Lea Michele celebrates the best season with songs like Silent Night and Have Yourself a Happy Christmas. And if you can't make it to
the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree, don't worry: Michele wrote Christmas in New York to capture the sights, sounds and magic of the city. 5 Chicago Christmas, in Chicago even Dad will get in the spirit of yuletide when hearing a Chicago rendition of Sledge Ride. Funny surprise: Along with the classic
and original songs, the album has a version of RBC (yes, you heard that right) Merry Christmas, I Love You. 6 Merry Christmas Deluxe Jubilee Edition, Cary Because All You Want for Christmas Christmas excuse mariah Carey's belt at the top of the lungs. Along with the hits you already know and listen
to on the replay, this album comes with unreleased live tracks and a cappella versions of Sugar Plum Fairy. 7 The Best of Pentatonix Christmas, by Pentatonix amazon.com 'Tis season for another Christmas album Pentatonix. This time, the a cappella band revisited their greatest hits - Hallejuah included.
- and gives fans the best gift of all: four all new songs. 8 Frozen 2 amazon.com Although this album may not be full of Christmas cheers, it has enough references to Snow and family to give it a place on this list. Along with Elsa, Anna and Olaf (MVP of the season!), the film's soundtrack features songs by
Casey Musgraves, Panic at the Disco and Weezer. RELATED: What you need to know about Frozen 2 9 Greatest Gift: A Christmas Collection, Danny Gokey's former American Idol star draws on his Christian roots in his second Christmas album, which includes a mix of festive standards and originals.
10 Last Christmas: The original Soundtrack movie After watching Emilia Clarke and Henry Golding fall into (potentially out?) Love in this holiday's romantic comedy, you'll have a soundtrack on repeat - and well, because it's full of George Michael and WHAM's best hits. 11 Down Home Christmas, by Oak
Ridge Boys amazon.com Listen to Oak Ridge Boys' unique take on holiday standards, including Amazing Grace and Silent Night. And since they're country boys after all, they're paying homage to their home state with a brand new South Alabama Christmas. RELATED: The best country Christmas songs
to listen to 12 Classic Christmases for a truly classic Christmas (hence the album title), snug up to Brynn Stanley's jazzy performances of your favorite Christmas carols, including Rudolph, Red-footed reindeer. 13 Christmas Provident Distribution Group amazon.com Album Title May Be Straight to the
Point - It's Christmas, after all - but it just means it's full of timeless songs like Joy to the World and What a Baby It Is. Since Phil Wickham is a Christian artist, there are also several religious songs to remind you of the reason for the season. 14 Sugar and Booze amazon.com Instead of dressing up for
sugar, spices, and all is well, the Wine Country actress relies on more grown-up friendly staples throughout this jazz album: sugar and booze. A more honest take on the holiday, right? This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io In 1980, in the transition period between punk rock and the new wave, the best music tends to have radical arena rock styles or some kind of early alternative rock like video age before time not to bring out a
new wave of explosion of pop music and dance music. Some of these albums have built up their reputation over the years as almost cult favorites, while others drew immediate critical and commercial recognition after the release. All of them were important records of the time. Presented in a certain order,
here's a look at the top pop/rock albums that made a significant percentage of their massive cultural impact in 1980. The album Cover Image Courtesy of Sony As one of the best-selling rock albums of all time, this record has achieved legendary status thanks to its huge, enduring popularity alone.
However, the remarkable amount of perseverance displayed by AC/DC to return so quickly to the studio after the untimely death of frontman Bon Scott can be a truly amazing aspect of this release, backed by its legitimate reputation as a masterpiece of hard rock. Replacing Brian Johnson may just be
Scott's shadow as vocalist and frontman, but Angus Young's songwriting and guitar work remain as solid as ever from start to finish on this classic. Image Copyright Courtesy of swest/WEA Although it is far from one of the most listened albums of the 80s, this unique wall of foreboding sounds from British
post-punk legends cements the band's highly influential sound. The late Ian Curtis sings as if every track is a funeral dirge (which he pretty much does), and the band creates a trudging mix of electronics and angular guitars that no artist replicates because no matter how hard they tried. Although the band
was no more pre-release of this album (as a result of Curtis's suicide on May 18), the very short lifespan of the Joy Division produced an intense body of work and lasting legacy. Image Copyright Of Sire The Pretenders was more of a real rock band than perhaps any new artist who appeared in the
1980s. While the legendary Chrissie Hynde was already playing the role of the main songwriter, guitarist James Honeyman-Scott was very responsible for the band's uneven but accurate attack. Precious, Tattooed Love Boys and Mystery Achievement didn't even make it into the band's greatest hits,
indicating how solid the album is from start to finish. Album cover Image courtesy of Columbia While completely isolated from 80s trends, this double album masterpiece is undoubtedly some of the best music released in the 80s or any period of rock era. The consistent quality of Bruce Springsteen's
albums always makes them candidates for best lists, but this record, in particular, is a tour de force. Whether it's through the romantic if melancholy of the title track, the tense dynamics of The Independence Day family, or the growing optimism of Out in the Street, Springsteen creates vivid portraits of
blue-collar struggle and triumphs here as engaging as any of his and a legendary career. Image copyright AP Image caption One of the few 80s acts releasing music at the album level as seriously as on the same level, The Police is one of the undisputed leaders of rock, despite the band's brutally short
lifespan. This album definitely represented its breakthrough, providing shimmering pop singles such as Don't Stand So Close to Me and De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da Da, as well as solid, influential album tracks such as Driven to Tears and Canary in a Coalmine. What's more, the album probably rushed to
release to meet the growing demand for police on tour, making the record's superiority even more impressive. Image copyright Album Cover Image caption The good thing about judging albums is not to rely very much at all on a performance chart or mainstream popularity, since the impact of full-length
releases may be best measured through influence and endurance. But it really doesn't matter what criteria are used to review this album, a blistering, brilliant debut from the San Francisco champions of political hardcore. Jello Biafra Co's biting vocal and sonic attack may have seemed extreme at the
time, but consistently high quality songwriting and play make this release one of the best rock areas, a genre of differences aside. The album Cover Image Courtesy of Sony While it is true that the release of a double album implies the release of importance, such ambitions do not matter if the music is
unable to maintain superiority. The good thing is that The Clash took this opportunity to record one of rock's best albums, unleashing a flurry of classics that tread expertly into an array of musical styles. The band's already established revolutionary politics certainly focus on classics such as London
Calling and Spanish Bombs, but the startling levels of personal and political intimacy on tracks such as Death or Glory and Lost in the Supermarket are terrific. Album cover Image courtesy of Capitol sprawl, though it may be dictated by Roger Waters' megalomania, though it probably is, this massive
double concept album contains some undeniably startling music that still holds incredibly well three decades later. Indeed, the only reason some may not see this truth is because almost all of us have gone through a significant phase of Pink Floyd that could bring this album into a state of complete
busting. However, tracks such as Mother, Hey You and Comfortably Numb persist as obsessively claustrophobic classics that focus on Waters' dense songs and David Gilmour's soaring guitar. Image Copyright Courtesy of Hollywood Records Image caption Whatever the excesses of the '70s, this highly
prolific and unforgettable British rock band met the 80s offensive with their most eclectic efforts. After all, how many groups of any era can just as convincingly the space between two No.1 pop singles from this record - the surprisingly simplistic disco anthem Another One Bites the Dust and rockabilly from
Crazy Little Thing called Love? But such has always been the greatness of not only the extremely talented Freddie Mercury, but also the other three, often underrated members of this quartet. The cover image copyright Courtesy of Rhino/WEA Look is no further than this debut album from the rock band's
signature punk/roots in the city to prove the long-term influence of the punk scene of the late 70s in Southern California. Somewhat unfairly pigeonholed as punk performers, the quartet actually relied on a variety of influences and inspirations, especially the rockabilly guitar perfected so sublimely by Billy
Magn, as well as the folk, country and singer-songwriter traditions explored by vocalists John Doe and Exene Cervenka. Your phone is off the hook, but you're not and Johnny Heath and run Paulene undeniable in their unwavering spontaneity and clean energy. But this is just the beginning of the
brilliance of this plate. Shine.
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